The performed project was centered around two separate, albeit related topics. The high-resolution infrared nearfield imaging experiments were performed to better understand the origin of emergence of metal insulator transitions (MIT) in known transition metal oxides and to utilize the phase transtion states of VO2 to control and manipulate local plasmon resonaces. First, we imaged the charge dynamics in (MIT) of both amorphous VO2 films and stress free suspended VO2 crystals and probed the existence of mixed phases in tapered suspended crystal VO2 beams. Then we studied the interaction of VO2 with plasmons. Both the film VO2 and the crystal VO2 were The views, opinions and/or findings contained in this report are those of the author(s) and should not contrued as an official Department of the Army position, policy or decision, unless so designated by other documentation. 
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Technology Transfer PERCENT_SUPPORTED NAME is focused on the tip-sample interface, high harmonic demodulation coupled with pseudoheterodyne interferometer are used to detect the near-field signal with ~30nm spatial resolution above the tapered VO 2 beam. 1 The image contrast is determined by the local spatially varying dielectric function of the surface. Hence, regions of the metallic phase, due to larger effective tip-sample polarizability, result in higher s-SNOM amplitude signal compared with that of the insulating phase. The wavelength of the laser was chosen specifically in order to maximize the difference in the optical conductivity of the insulating and metallic phases of VO 2 and thus achieve optimum s-SNOM amplitude contrast at different temperatures. Interestingly, for a tapered beam demonstrating ~15% thermal rectification at 300K, there exists s-SNOM amplitude contrast across the taper confirming phase coexistence at the same temperature, which disappears when the sample is heated up to 350K. A similar experiment on a uniform cross-section beam shows no amplitude contrast evolution.
Near-field infrared spectroscopic imaging was performed with (scattering type scanning near-field microscope (s-SNOM) which is based on a tapping mode AFM. 2 Vertically vibrating PtIr-coated Si-tip (apex radius R ≈ 20 nm) with an amplitude of about 25-30 nm at a frequency of Ω ≈ 280 kHz is illuminated by a focused CO 2 laser beam at wavelength, λ=10.7 µm. The tip converts the illuminating radiation diffraction limited spot into a highly localized and enhanced near field at the tip apex. Due to the near-field interaction between tip and sample, the back-scattered radiation from the probe tip is modified in both amplitude and phase, commensurate to the local dielectric response of the sample. The tip-scattered light is detected using a pseudo-heterodyne interferometric detection scheme, which enables simultaneous recording of amplitude and phase of the scattered field. Background signals are efficiently suppressed by 4 demodulating the detector signal at the second harmonic of the tip oscillating frequency.
The contrast formation in s-SNOM near-field imaging of metal-insulator transition (MIT) in VO 2 is understood by considering the scattered signal at the second harmonic of the tip frequency as a function of the optical constants of the tip and the sample. 3 Metallic regions show higher scattering amplitude owing to large negative real part and large positive imaginary part of the optical constants at λ=10.7 µm. Insulating regions have lower scattering amplitudes because of the small imaginary and real part of the optical constants. This difference in locally varying optical constants, and thus s-SNOM scattering amplitude signal, provides the basis for image contrast formation of MIT in VO 2 . As a result of stress induced by the substrate the crystal displays periodic metallic and insulating domains that are generated during the MIT. The spatial periodic variation of dielectric function of the surface results in periodic set of insulating and metallic domain image contrast due to convoluted effective polarizability of tip and sample. Metallic regions possess larger optical constants, which provide a higher effective tip-sample polarizability and thus a higher s-SNOM contrast in both amplitude and phase compared to the dielectric insulating phases. Such coexisting insulating and metallic phase in VO 2 crystal beams across MIT has been seen before both by far-field and near-field microscopy techniques.
We directly observe the nanoscale spatial evolution of one phase to another of a tapered crystal VO 2 beam grown on SiO 2 . We selected to perform s-SNOM direct imaging of MIT at laser wavelength, λ=10.7 µm because the dielectric constant of the insulating and metallic phases of VO2 display significant differences at this wavelength that allow strong s-SNOM optical contrast. We find that the characteristic phase evolution is qualitatively different from a rod, the uniformly M1 structure thinner part of the taper generates brighter contrast than the wider side suggesting phase coexistence even at room temperature. As temperature is increased inhomogeneous mixed phase dynamics across the taper is observed until the phase transition is more complete at higher T leading to a more uniform bright near-field contrast.
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We then consider phase evolution at MIT on a straight suspended VO 2 beams.
Suspended beams offer excellent platform to investigate the spatial dynamics of the nanoscale MIT evolution without the presence of stress. Unlike a tapered beam, which displays s-SNOM amplitude contrast at room temperature, the contrast evolves uniformly across the rod displaying strong contrast in the metallic phase compared to the insulating phase. No periodic metallic and insulating domains even at phase transition temperature are observed in the near-field amplitude image, as substrate-induced stress is absent.
While the s-SNOM show unequivocally the presence of mixed phases, the origin of these remains to be ascertained. As explained above, these could be due to a variation of stoichiometry along the beam length. We also found a signature of mixed vanadium oxide phases in tapered beams using Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES antennas in the mid-infrared (9-11 µm) spectral regime. 3 We systematically investigate the coupling mechanism by first imaging the near-field distribution of a single triangular Antenna. While monitoring its field distribution, we add another identical antenna closer and closer to it (essentially forming bowties of varying gap width). We then cross the existing bowtie with another bowtie (forming a cross bowtie at varying proximity distances) and monitor the evolution of the strongly coupled dipolar field distribution modified through inter-antenna charge-dipole and dipole-dipole Coulomb interactions by performing polarization control measurements. The triangular plasmonic metal nanostructures concentrate plasmons into the sharp end and smear them over the widened base, resulting in dipolar modes with higher field intensity at the sharp end, and largely suppressed field at the base. We find that the aspect ratio, base and sharp end width determine the symmetry and intensity of localized field profiles, both for single particles and particle aggregates. Employing cross-polarized S/P s-SNOM imaging scheme (exciting along the in-plane direction, S-excitation, and detecting the out-of-plane nearfield component, P-detection), we further demonstrate that cross-bowtie structures could be used as active infrared polarization filters. Such devices would be of interest to realizing antenna structures for surface enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy, to manipulate optical fields in subwavelength field distributions, plasmonic filtering and polarization selection applications.
Subsequently plasmonic structures were fabricated on VO 2 thin films using ebeam 
Near-field Nanoscale Investigation of Optical Properties of topological phases of Bi 2 Se 3 Thin-films
Among some of the most exciting discoveries in the past few years in condensed matter research is the theoretical foundations of topological insulating electronic phases based on strong spin-orbit coupling and observations of the these states in model materials. On the surface of topological insulators (TIs) such as Bi 2 Se 3 the electronic spectrum is characterized by a single helical Dirac dispersion such that counterpropagating electrons carry opposite spin allowing propagation of pure spin currents. In addition to their fundamental scientific novelty, these states are predicted to have special properties arising from charge dynamics that could be driven optically, making them potentially useful for applications ranging from opto-spintronic devices, quantum computation, nanoscale electronics and nanophotonics.
Here we investigate near-field optical properties of Bi 2 Se 3 thin films using spectroscopic s-SNOM. 4 Bulk Bi 
Control of Plasmonic Nanoantennas by Reversible Metal-Insulator Transition 6
We demonstrate dynamic reversible switching of VO 2 Depending on the precise location of the nanoantennas with respect to metallic and insulating domains in the VO 2 film on the scale of 15 nm or less, the IMT reversibly transforms infrared plasmonic dipole antennas to monopole antennas or switches them off. We envision that such dynamic active control of the nanoscale interaction of light with nanostructured materials, which can potentially be ultrafast, will open up diverse applications in nanooptics and the related technologies.
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Nanoscopy of Phase Transition in VO 2 Crystals and Plasmons in Au Antennas
We investigate vanadium dioxide (VO 2 ) bulk crystals for nanoplasmonics local manipulation using high-resolution nanoscopy. We examined various types of VO 2 crystals such as strained ones grown on sapphire substrate, free-standing pure VO In this work we compare several types of VO 2 samples such as strained signle crystals, free-standing pure and tungsten doped VO 2 crystals and films for nanophotonics local manipulation. The crystal provides non-percolative and ultrafast switching of metal insulator phases with a sharp transition MIT good for switching compared to polycrystal films investigated. We study the near-field MIT evolution using scattering type scanning near-field optical microscope (s-SNOM) in these samples and demonstrate plasmon switching using the MIT. In strained crystals, periodic M-I stripes are observed which are absent in identical but free-standing VO 2 crystal beams. In graded-tungsten doped VO 2 crystals, M-I phase separation is already evident even at room temperature and as temperature is increased the interface evolves until the crystal becomes uniformly metallic. 7 Since the strained VO 2 crystals on substrate provide evident contrast between the mixed phases, we then used the periodic M-I stripes to fabricate local gold (Au) nanorods and manipulate plasmon hot spots, Fig. 1 . Further, by orienting Au plasmonic antenna rods on VO 2 crystals at different angles with respect to the excitation laser and 14 studying their near-field optical signal with high resolution shows evolution of the dipolar mode at room temperature and reversible on and off dipolar modes during MIT of the crystal (Fig. 1) . In this work, we report the first experimental near-field optical nanoscopic investigation of BP at mid-IR frequencies. We have observed near-field amplitude patterns, which allow direct imaging of the gap field at the tip-sample junction via bright fringes formed at BP edges outside of the BP geometric boundaries. In comparison with full electrodynamic modeling, we attribute them to a high surface polarizability of BP consistent with surface-metallic, plasmonic behavior at mid-IR frequencies. Note that such surface charging is a well-known phenomenon for conventional 3D semiconductors 25 but has never been previously reported for BP or other nanolayer materials.
Near-field optical images were acquired using a commercial s-SNOM system (neaspec.com) represented schematically in Figure 3a . (Figure 3f ). We associate this outside fringe around the nanoflake of BP with high surface polarizability related to its metallic, plasmonic behavior.
[After contents of this article was posted as a preprint 26 and initially submitted for a journal publication, we became aware about publication 27 where metal nanolayer at the surface of BP was observed by angular-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES), which independently supports the present findings]. In our case, the frequency at which the fringe disappears is the surface plasmon frequency, which corresponds the dielectric permittivity 28 . We will use the Drude formula,
, where is the bulk plasma frequency of the surface layer, and is the background (high-frequency permittivity. Setting as typical for narrow-band Also, there is no hysteresis in the field dependence magnetic moment data at 2 K and 300 K for both phases. These measurements suggest that the transition probably happen lower than 2 K. Even though the temperature dependent and field dependent magnetic moment data for both phases show no major difference from static magnetic properties point of view, the dynamic behavior that was monitored by relaxation technique reveal remarkable contrast. In Fddd system ( Figure 10 ) there is still some magnetic responses at 5 K, which died off shortly as the temperature increased, whereas in the monoclinic system there are distinct responses at 5, 10 and 20K ( Figure 11 ). Therefore, these novel 24 compounds are excellent candidates for Muon spin relaxation (µSR) study and low temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements. , which are surrounded by the green NiO 6 10-octahedra, the yellow circle is lithium and pink circle denotes a mixture of nickel and lithium while the red circles are oxygen.
V. Structure Variations and Magnetic Properties Two Novel Osmates
Field dependent magnetization measurement shows hysteresis at 2 K for Li 4 MgOsO 6 and 2 K, 5 K, 10 K and 15 K for Li 3 Ni 2 OsO suggesting ferrimagnetic ordering in the system (Figure 13 and 14) .
Magnetic susceptibility data were collected from 2 K to 300 K for both compounds ( Figure 15 
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Temperature-dependent specific heat measurements exhibit a lambda shape anomaly at 69 K, which is consistent with a long-range ordering of the spins. Due to a triangular arrangement of antiferromagnetically ordered magnetic ions, the system exhibits some degree of geometric magnetic frustration (GMF), but not strongly ( Figure   18 ). Later, variable-temperature neutron powder diffraction and high-temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed to clarify the magnetic behavior.
Neutron powder diffraction confirmed that the two magnetic transitions observed at 36
and 48 K are due to long-range magnetic order ( Figure 21 ). with the large paramagnetic tail observed in the susceptibility data ( Figure 10 ). Neutron Diffraction at T = 38 K. Figure 6 shows the temperature variation of selected magnetic peaks, showing the onset of magnetic ordering below 50 K, which is in good agreement with previously reported values from magnetic temperature dependence of positional shifts of selected magnetic peaks, which emphasizes the change in the magnetic structure around 35 K compared to the single structural peak which remains invariant with temperature.
The neutron diffraction pattern at 38 K shows the appearance of additional diffraction peaks compared to the 50 K pattern, which can be indexed with a commensurate propagation vector k = (0, 0, 1 / 3 ). In contrast to the neutron pattern refinement at 6 K, the refinement of the 38 K pattern can be undertaken using a spin density wave magnetic structure and sign alternation consistent with Γ 4 . In accordance with Landau theory of a second-order phase transition, the magnetic structure has been defined on the basis vectors of only one irreducible representation (Γ 4 ). Adding an additional spin component belonging to Γ 2 , to describe the magnetic phase as a cycloid, does not result in an improved R-factor. Similarly to the 6 K refinement, the magnetic moments of the structurally equivalent Fe 3+ ions were constrained to be the same, but a Figure 5 . Refinement of the neutron diffraction pattern at 6 K using the cycloid magnetic structure (k = (0, 0, ∼0.35)). with the large paramagnetic tail observed in the susceptibility data ( Figure 10 ). Neutron Diffraction at T = 38 K. Figure 6 shows the temperature variation of selected magnetic peaks, showing the onset of magnetic ordering below 50 K, which is in good agreement with previously reported values from magnetic susceptibility measurements. 11 Interestingly, there is evidence of a change in the magnetic structure at around 35 K, as shown from the kinks in the intensity variations. Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of positional shifts of selected magnetic peaks, which emphasizes the change in the magnetic structure around 35 K compared to the single structural peak which remains invariant with temperature.
The neutron diffraction pattern at 38 K shows the appearance of additional diffraction peaks compared to the 50 K pattern, which can be indexed with a commensurate propagation vector k = (0, 0, 1 / 3 ). In contrast to the neutron pattern refinement at 6 K, the refinement of the 38 K pattern can be undertaken using a spin density wave magnetic structure and sign alternation consistent with Γ 4 . In accordance with Landau theory of a second-order phase transition, the magnetic structure has been defined on the basis vectors of only one irreducible representation (Γ 4 ). Adding an additional spin component belonging to Γ 2 , to describe the magnetic phase as a cycloid, does not result in an improved R-factor. Similarly to the 6 K refinement, the magnetic moments of the structurally equivalent Fe 3+ ions were constrained to be the same, but a 1125 magnetic structure at 38 K. For the SDW magnetic structure, the magnetic moments are oriented along the b-axis (Figure 9 ). magnetic susceptibilit measure the sample a broad maximum cen evidence for strong material.
Comparison with In BaYFeO 4 , the pri shown in Figure 11 analysis from the earli while the intracolumn intercolumn exchang magnitude. Thus, a lo spin correlations seen As well, the most like J values would be a si Figure 8 . Refinement of the neutron diffraction pattern at 38 K using the spin density wave magnetic structure (k = (0, 0, 1 / 3 )). In an attempt to induce magnetism into these diamagnetic polar systems, a partial replacement of the Si 4+ ions with with Al 3+ ions will result in partial oxidation of copper centers towards Cu 2+ (3d 9 ) centers, when x = 1. When x = 0.5, The presence of unpaired electron in alternating copper centers is expected to result in interesting electronic transport properties (Peierls distortion). The effort was devoted to prepare the singlephase compounds, which will enable further physical properties measurements. The target sulfide phases that were synthesized (with side products) that were analogous to the parent compound, in that they crystallized in a hexagonal P6 3 crystal system. The target selenide phases were also synthesized (with side products) and it was found that 35 the crystal structure changed as more aluminum was introduced in to the system. The phase changed from a hexagonal P6 3 to a lower symmetry doubled supercel monoclinic The cell refinement parameters from GSAS can be found in Table 5 .3. The atomic positions and some selected bond distances are presented in Table 5 .4 and 5.5, respectively. The thermal displacement factors were not refined and some reasonable numbers for the atoms were arbitrarily assigned. 
